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01 Introduction 
For many, dining out presents an opportunity to set aside the worries of food preparation               

and socialize with friends and family. However, for vegans and vegetarians, the process of              
going out to eat is rife with social stress, prior research on potential dining locations, and                
potentially-uncomfortable dining experiences. In some cases, vegans and vegetarians could          
end up paying for a meal that draws attention or is disappointing, or in the worst case, not eating                   
anything at all. Given that five percent of Americans identify as vegetarians, and three percent               
identify as vegan [4], a non-trivial number of people are encountering these situations. We intend              
to improve their experience dining out. 

The Users 
While veganism is clearly defined as an individual who refrains completely from consuming             
animal products (as food or otherwise), vegetarianism varies wildly in terms of strictness. There              
are pescatarians, ovo-vegetarians, lacto-vegetarians, ovo-lacto-vegetarians, fruitarians, etc. For        
the sake of clarity, we will define vegetarians as people who do not eat animal flesh (but do                  
consume dairy and eggs). As mentioned above, the number of individuals matching our             
definitions of vegan and vegetarian constitute approximately 3% and 5% of the population of the               
United States, respectively.  

Market Situation 
According to a 2018 study conducted by the US Department of Agriculture’s Economic             
Research Service, approximately 33 cents of every American’s dollar spent on food is spent              
away-from-home [2]. In addition, interest has increased in consuming more plant-based food.           
Plant-based food sales grew approximately 8.1% in 2017 alone and exceeded $3.1 billion last              
year. Plant-based alternatives to dairy products are soon expected to account for 40% of dairy               
beverage sales[4]. As sales of plant-based foods have increased without a similar increase in              
self-identifying vegans or vegetarians, it can be assumed that there is a greater overall interest               
in these kinds of products. This can be seen in nationwide chain restaurants' adoption of these                
foods such as Burger King's Impossible Whopper[12], Chipotle’s recent addition of sofritas as a              
protein in their burritos and bowls[10], Del Taco’s plant-based tacos[9], and Dunkin Donuts’             
plant-based breakfast sausage sandwich [13], to name a few.  

Stakeholders and Significance 
There are a number of parties that could benefit from a solution that streamlines the dining out                 
process for vegans and vegetarians. Such a solution could increase restaurant revenue by             
increasing customer awareness of vegetarian- and vegan-friendly options. Additionally, current          
vegans and vegetarians (and those interested in becoming vegan or vegetarian) could spend             

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?mObyTD
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?h7T8V6
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?Ya4iqS
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?x1CBdn
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?17tDTI
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?y3dLoC
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?fxxPBk
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more time socializing and less time stressing out about whether a restaurant has options for               
them. Additionally, dieticians and cardiologists could see their patients benefit from improved            
physical health, ranging from decreased risk of cardiovascular disease and diabetes[6] to            
effective weight loss[3]. Lastly, on a macroscopic scale, facilitating access to vegetarian and             
vegan dining options could reduce users’ ecological impacts, as omnivorous diets have been             
shown to decrease biodiversity[8] and significantly contribute to anthropogenic climate          
change[2]. 

  

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?g838G3
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?aCOMHK
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?KXgRpZ
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02 Background 

Current Issues in the Problem Space 
Despite increased interest in plant-based foods, anecdotal evidence [14] and our research           
findings indicate that vegans and vegetarians encounter obstacles when dining out. These            
issues include increased and repeated prior research, a lack of confidence in menu             
descriptions, uncomfortable dining experiences, and difficulty finding new venues. 
 
For vegans and vegetarians, it’s often difficult to determine whether a restaurant offers viable              
meal options without physically visiting the venue. Oftentimes a prospective plant-based diner            
will undergo several touch points before even going to eat, combining internet searches,             
reviews, photographs, and menu descriptions online. While this is easier when visiting for larger              
chain restaurants, small local restaurants can lack up-to-date, readily accessible menus online            
(due to financial or time constraints). 
 
Our research indicates that vegans and vegetarians also feel a lack of confidence with              
restaurants without online menus, or menus that don’t explicitly list preparation methods or             
ingredients involved in creating a dish. For example, a vegan could order vegetable fajitas, but               
the dish could arrive at the table topped with sour cream, which would consequently make the                
dish not vegan. This can lead to situations where the diner does not want to embarrass the                 
group by sending the dish back, and so will compromise their own dietary restrictions to keep                
the social atmosphere, leading to an uncomfortable dining experience. 
 
In places where veganism and vegetarianism are culturally rare, diners can find themselves in              
awkward situations when asking if any plant-based options are available. If none exist, vegans              
and vegetarians might have to settle for ordering multiple side dishes or even just an order of                 
fries, if possible. These meals can be unpleasant, awkward, and nutritionally unbalanced. Even             
before arriving at the restaurant, vegans and vegetarians can feel self-conscious when dining             
out with a group, as the group will defer restaurant selection to the person with the most                 
restricted options, even though vegan and vegetarian options can be created at            
non-plant-based restaurants. Lastly, in places where vegans and vegetarians are unfamiliar with            
dining options, it can be difficult to support local businesses when unsure of whether the               
restaurant can support diners with plant-based dietary restrictions. 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?6mtEPV
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Related Work 

Existing Systems 

HappyCow 
HappyCow is a public website designed to help people find plant-based / vegan options. It is run                 
by vegans and staffed by vegans and vegetarians. Users contribute listings for previously             
unlisted vegan restaurants (as well as vegan bed and breakfasts) as well as modifications for               
existing listings if necessary. All users looking to submit a listing or review are required to create                 
an account with HappyCow. Restaurant owners can submit a verification request to the website,              
which will allow them to instantly update their hours, their vegan/vegetarian friendliness, and             
respond to user reviews. Restaurant menus are not accessible directly from a restaurant’s             
listing, though links to the restaurant’s online presence, directions, and a link to the restaurant               
on UberEats are provided.  

 
Figure 1 Screenshot of the HappyCow website 

The website is mobile-friendly, but HappyCow also provides a mobile app (available on Android              
and iOS) that allows users to view listings without a HappyCow account. 
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Figure 2 Screenshot of HappyCow mobile application 

Both the HappyCow mobile app as well as the HappyCow website have a few contexts of use:                 
First and foremost, diners can filter and sort restaurants according to their dietary preference              
before visiting a physical location using reviews and listings left behind by other diners.              
Post-meal, users can leave reviews or feedback about the restaurant on HappyCow, giving             
further information to future diners. The post-meal review process is likely conducted via mobile              
device, whereas the pre-meal search process could be performed via mobile device or on a               
desktop computer. Additionally, restaurant owners can use HappyCow to interact with their            
pleased and disgruntled customers, as well as update restaurant information to increase their             
online presence. As this is a more time-intensive task, it most likely is performed in a desktop                 
environment. Lastly, the context of being a moderator approving restaurant owners’ requests as             
well as moderating reviews on HappyCow should be considered. Depending on how intensive             
the review process is, this could occur on a desktop or on a mobile device. 

Yelp  
While Yelp is not a dedicated solution to finding vegetarian/vegan dining options, it does support               
filtering venues by category, and has both “vegetarian” and “vegan” categories that are             
selectable. 
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Figure 3 Only the desktop web site for Yelp supports category-based filtering 

However, only the desktop web site for Yelp supports category-based filtering. When viewed             
from a mobile device, Yelp’s web interface initially redirects the user to their platform-specific              
app store, and when the user attempts to circumvent that, it presents only basic filtering and                
sorting settings. Their mobile application works similarly. This means that it is not possible to               
search for vegetarian/vegan restaurants through Yelp when using a mobile device. However,            
unlike HappyCow, menus to the restaurants are directly accessible from Yelp restaurant listings             
(though these links may be broken). 

 
Figure 4 Basic filtering and sorting settings only in a mobile browser 
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The main context of use for Yelp is for potential diners to determine restaurant quality through                
reviews left by other diners, as well as leave reviews and ratings. While users can search for                 
“vegetarian restaurant” or “vegan restaurant” using the Yelp search bar, results are not             
guaranteed to be vegetarian- or vegan-friendly unless filtered for explicitly on desktop web.             
Restaurant owners can also “claim” their business, allowing them to update restaurant            
information as well as respond to customer reviews. 
 
Google 
Multiple exploratory interviews conducted by our team indicated that users would simply search             
Google for the name of a restaurant they were interested in and fall back to other methods if the                   
restaurant did not have an online presence. If the restaurant did have an online presence and                
was accessible through Google, users would view the restaurant’s menu and determine (based             
on presented ingredients) if the menu met their dietary restrictions. 
 
In addition, Google Maps has features dedicated to helping users find places to eat. While these                
features do not explicitly allow users to filter venues by dietary restrictions, Google’s search              
capabilities can allow rough approximations of filtering by searching for “[vegan/vegetarian]           
restaurant”. From there, users can filter based on geographic location, price, or rating, like other               
resources. 
 

 
Figure 5 Google Maps on desktop browser 

Google Maps and Google Search are designed to be used on mobile and desktop interfaces               
equally. According to the interviews conducted by our team, diners mostly interacted with             
Google pre-meal. 
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Academic Research 
Vegan and vegetarian habits while dining out have been studied in academic contexts. Bacon et               
al studied the impacts of menu organization on customers’ vegetarian meal choices, noting that              
certain menu designs could encourage non-vegetarians to choose vegetarian meals[1]. Shani et            
al discuss the needs of vegetarians and difficulties they experience when dining out, and              
provide suggestions for practitioners [7]. Lastly, Rivera et al discuss Puerto Rican restaurant             
owners’ perceptions and understanding of vegetarianism, noting that many participating          
customers were dissatisfied with how dishes that could be easily made vegetarian were noted              
on menus[5]. 

  

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?QvLUAb
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?65Pe8x
https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?uR1uH4
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03 Context and User Needs Research 

3.1 Semi-Structured Interviews 
This phase of our research focused on understanding vegans’ and vegetarians’ experience            
dining out at restaurants. While literature review gave us a basic idea about our population,               
interacting with our users will deepen our understanding of their wants, needs, and problems.  

3.1.1 Information Goals 
By conducting semi-structured interviews, we intend to collect qualitative data, identify recurring            
themes, and discover opportunities for intervention. We will distill our target users’ pain points              
and needs, which will inform further investigation and in-depth data collection on more concrete              
aspects of our problem space. Our findings will be valuable for developing personas, user              
journey maps, and surveys.  
 
First, we aim to understand the entire user journey, from choosing a venue to ordering and                
eating at a restaurant. Due to the uncertainties around COVID, we did not want to expose our                 
users to potential risks by taking them physically to a restaurant. Instead, we guide them               
through a series of questions, and have them reflect upon their thoughts, behaviors, attitudes,              
feelings, struggles, likes and dislikes along each step of the dine-out experience.  
 
We are particularly interested in two scenarios: dining out alone versus dining out with other               
people such as family, friends, and other non-vegan or non-vegetarian companions. We intend             
to understand whether and how social factors affect vegans’ and vegetarians’ experiences of             
dining out.  
 
Then we plan to have users reflect on how their personal experiences of being a vegan or                 
vegetarian have changed over time. This will help us understand how technological, social and              
cultural factors have influenced and shaped their lifestyle. Additionally, we ask them to share              
their visions about the future of veganism and vegetarianism to gain insights on their values and                
desires.  

3.1.2 Method Justification: 
The one-on-one, semi-structured interview is one of the most fundamental methods to directly             
interact with and obtain in-depth information from our target users. It enables us to thoroughly               
understand and gain valuable insights into the user’s entire experience journey.  
 
A notable strength of semi-structured interviews is that they give leeway to probe about              
interesting yet unexpected topics brought up by the interviewees. Based on the conversation             
flow, it provides enough flexibility to ask follow-up questions. The richness and depth of              
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information would be less achievable through quantitative research methods such as surveys,            
since open-ended questions tend to result in low response rates. Most importantly, through             
one-on-one interactions, we’re able to develop empathy towards the people we’re designing for. 
 
There are three main constraints in our interview process. The first one is lack of contextual                
observations. While observing our target users’ behaviors and attitudes throughout the journey            
of dining out at a restaurant could yield important data to complement the interviews, it was not                 
an accessible method due to the current circumstances. Contextual inquiries could certainly            
enrich our data when the resources become available. Secondly, since in-depth interviews are             
time-consuming, we were only able to conduct six interviews in total. This is a very small sample                 
size, which may not be representative of our target population. Finally, all the interviewees we               
recruited are within the Georgia Tech community, which is unlikely to accurately represent the              
diverse experiences of all vegans and vegetarians in the United States. To compensate for the               
limitations and potential biases of interviews, we reached out to more people through a digital               
survey later on.  
 
While we have only interviewed vegans and vegetarians, we could potentially benefit from 
interviewing other stakeholders such as the non-vegan or non-vegetarian companions, servers 
and business owners of non-vegan and non-vegetarian restaurants. These stakeholders could 
provide new perspectives and help us gain a more holistic understanding of the problem space. 

3.1.3 Method Details: 

Procedures 
In preparation for the semi-structured interview, we drafted an interview protocol with four main              
sections: demographics information, a guided walkthrough of the entire dine-out experience, the            
impacts of dietary choices on dining out, and the cultural outlook on veganism and              
vegetarianism. All interviews were one-on-one, conducted through Microsoft Teams. Since the           
goal was to have an in-depth conversation with the target users, each interview took thirty               
minutes to an hour. We obtained permissions from our interviewees to make video recordings of               
each interview session. Each session had one interviewer and one notetaker. The procedures             
and interview protocol can be found in Appendix A . 

Questions 

Question Rationale 

Section I. Demographic Information 

● Your age?  
● Are you vegan or vegetarian?  
● Which areas do you currently live / work 

/ or frequently eat out at?  

Allows us to understand the user attributes and 
characteristics. Later, we can classify the users by 
age groups and their dietary preferences. This 
reveals whether they have easy access to 
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restaurants, as well as the availability and variety 
of food choices.  

Section II. User Experience Journey 

Scenario 1 [Social; with friends]  

Tell us about a time when you dined out with 
friends at a restaurant (before the pandemic, or 
during). Walk us through the entire process, from 
discussing and choosing a venue, to ordering and 
eating at a restaurant. 

Lets us understand the entire user experience 
journey about our target user’s dine out 
experience with other people/in a social setting. 
Based on the conversation flow, ask follow-up 
questions to better understand their internal 
processes and feelings about how other people’s 
actions would affect their overall experience.  

What are some major difficulties that you 
experience in this process? 

Gives us insights into the pain points of our target 
users. Also ask follow-up questions for users to 
elaborate on specific aspect(s) they find 
difficult/annoying, as well as the reasons behind 
it.  

What are some of your most important needs or 
goals? 

Allows us to understand the needs and goals of 
our target users throughout the dine-out process. 
What are their motivations for dining out?  What 
do they value? What do they hope to get out of 
the experience? 

Scenario 1 [Alone: busy schedule/leisure]  

Tell us a time when you dined out alone at a 
restaurant, perhaps when you're busy working 
and need to quickly grab a bite. Walk us through 
the entire process. 

Lets us understand the entire user experience 
journey of dining out alone. Ask follow-up 
questions to better understand when/why they 
dine out alone (if at all), how this experience is 
different from the previous social scenario, as 
well as their feelings and thoughts throughout the 
process.  

What are some major difficulties that you 
experience in this process? 

Gives us insights into the pain points of our target 
users. Also ask follow-up questions for users to 
elaborate on specific aspect(s) they find 
difficult/annoying, as well as the reasons behind 
it.  

What are some of your most important needs or 
goals? 

Allows us to understand the needs and goals of 
our target users throughout the dine-out process. 
What are their motivations for dining out?  What 
do they value? What do they hope to get out of 
the experience? 
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Section III. Impacts of Dietary Choice On Eating Out 

How often did you eat at a restaurant 
pre-COVID? What about during COVID? 

a. What are factors that affect your decision 
to eat out or cook? 

Helps us categorize our user group by the 
frequency they dine out. Understand what factors 
affect their decisions to initiate the dine-out 
experience.  

When you eat, do you tend to eat alone or with 
other people? If other people, are these usually 
friends or other vegans or what? 

Allows us to learn about  their preferences when 
dining out, and the people they dine out with. 
What are the dietary preferences of their 
companions? How does this affect our target 
users’ experience and/or decisions? 

How do you usually decide where you want to 
eat? 

Helps us understand the factors that affect our 
target users’ decision in selecting  a restaurant. 

What sources of information do you rely on, if 
any, when deciding on a reasonable place to eat? 
How reliable are these sources in your opinion? 

Helps us understand the current tools/resources 
that our users find helpful and reliable. What 
makes them good/bad? This reveals the strengths 
of existing systems and can be helpful resources 
to learn from when we start designing.  

When you’re somewhere unfamiliar to you (like, 
on vacation or after you’ve just moved) how do 
you identify potential places to eat? 

Helps us understand the process of restaurant 
search. How do our users adapt to unfamiliar 
situations? What obstacles do they encounter? 
This reveals additional problem areas and 
potential opportunities. 

Can you think an experience that you felt was 
particularly awkward because of your dietary 
restriction (don’t worry if you can’t)? 

Asks users to tell us a story, which helps us better 
understand their pain points.  

What instances come to mind where you felt 
different (positively or negatively) because of 
your dietary restriction? 

Asks users to tell us a story. This helps us better 
understand their pain points and/or gain points.  

Section IV. Cultural Outlooks On Veganism & Vegetarianism 

How accommodating are restaurants when they 
do not have vegan/vegetarian options?  

a. Could you please describe any challenges 
you encountered? (Tell us about a 
specific experience/scenario.) 

Helps us understand how restaurants make 
accommodations for the vegan/vegetarian 
customers. This reveals the level of satisfaction of 
vegan/vegetarian customers with available food 
options. It also reveals specific pain points about 
adapting “on the go”.  

Do you feel like this is improving over time? Why 
or why not? Could you give us some examples? 

Helps us understand the positive/negative 
changes that have occurred over the years. On a 
high level, understand the users’ overall 
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experience of being a vegan or vegetarian. Allow 
us to uncover users’ attitudes, thoughts, pain 
points, transitions and that were not covered 
previously.  

 

3.1.4 Analysis  
Data  
Excerpt from Individual Interview Notes with Timestamps (Appendix B) 
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Excerpt from All Interviews Notes (Appendix C) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Excerpt from Affinity Map (Appendix D) 
The image below highlights the pain points we’ve extracted from the interview notes. The other               
major sections of our affinity map are goals, wants, and motivations. 
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Procedures for Interview (Qualitative) Data Analysis 
In case we need to refer back to the users’ responses in the future, we went back to the                   
recordings and attached timestamps to each question (Appendix B). Next, we organized all of              
our notes into a single document (Appendix C). We held an interpretation session, extracted the               
important quotes and insights from all six interviews, and transferred them into Mural for affinity               
mapping (Appendix D). Finally, our team synthesized the affinity notes into common themes,             
key insights and research findings, which informed our next-steps in developing the            
current-state user journey map.  

3.2 UX Workshop 

3.2.1 Information Goals 
Our information goals were to further dive into the high-level, end-to-end user flow; we sought to                
know their phases, actions, pain points, hacks (working around barriers), touch points (devices,             
apps, etc.), and emotions at each step in their journey. Secondly, we wanted to narrow our                
problem statement to a specific phase(s) by gathering more user thoughts and opinions to              
identify the most problematic phase(s) for our users. Third, we wanted to create an accurate               
user journey map to visualize our insights from previous interviews and the workshop; thus, we               
wanted to verify the accuracy of our information with our users before we built the second                
version. 
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3.2.2 Method Justification  
Our justification for using this method is due to its great fit for our current research phase and                  
goals which are to start converging our problem statement and further understand our users'              
experiences. Firstly , the workshop method allowed us to get comprehensive high-level details            
with the opportunity to drill down to finer details by asking the participants directly (if we found                 
the need). Next, it allowed us to have the human connection and flexibility of semi-structured               
user interviews but faster as we could gather insights from multiple users at once compared to                
one-on-one user interviews. Thus, we were able to get the additional insights we sought to               
further build upon insights obtained from previous in-depth user interviews. Third, this workshop             
was crucial for us to have an accurate end-to-end understanding of our user flow which we                
would deliver in a user journey map; thus collaborating closely with users to ensure their real                
experiences were captured was key to a solid journey map. Unlike methods like surveys , we               
needed a more flexible and conversational method at this point to help us understand the               
end-to-end journey. We decided to utilize surveys after the workshop based on our goals and               
needs. Finally, having the workshop allowed participants to build off each other's ideas and get               
inspired for more ideas that related to their own experiences. This resulted in more insights and                
ideas that added value to our journey map.  
 
Though useful, this method also had limitations . One being lack of time; due to participants’               
busy schedule and lack of compensation, we chose not to go beyond an hour which limited our                 
ability to go into as much detail as we wanted. As we went through each phase, we had to                   
present quickly and the participants had to give first impressions or quick thoughts. There was               
little to no time for contemplation during the workshop - some participants might have held back                
their thoughts for the sake of time. Next, some participants might be more active than others -                 
having other participants around could mean that some laid back and allowed others to talk,               
while others might be more dominant and fail to allow others the space to talk; some might not                  
be as comfortable talking in groups while others were; we moderated as best we could to keep                 
everyone as engaged as possible. Additionally , there may be elements of groupthink whereby             
participants go along with what is said so that they do not ‘stand out’ or be seen as ‘atypical’; if                    
so, we would have lost key insights to unique user experiences. Next, the insights are based on                 
past user interviews and the workshop participants who are largely college-educated and young             
adults; hence, the insights may not be generalized to users outside this group. More research               
would need to be done. Lastly , this method suits higher level data gathering but is inadequate                
for low level granularity; thus, other methods such as user stories with acceptance criteria,              
requirements gathering, and heuristic evaluations would be needed. 

3.2.3 Method Details  
Procedures 
A week before the scheduled workshop time, we crafted and sent out invitation emails based on                
our pool of interested users we had obtained during the project prep phase (R0). We confirmed                
the attendees 2 days before the sessions, via Slack or text messaging. Next, on the MURAL                
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platform, we prepared ice breaker activities (cut for time), a journey map template filled with               
information we gathered from R1 and user interviews, and a presentation deck (Google Slides)              
to be displayed during the workshop. 
 
During the workshop, we used Microsoft Teams video call to converse with the participants as               
we all collaborated on MURAL. We ran two sessions with 3 users in each round. The workshops                 
ran for an hour each, with a 5 minute introduction, 45 minute User Journey walkthrough, 5                
minute voting session, and 5 minute debrief / wrap-up. We presented each phase and their               
elements to the participants and sought their inputs, corrections, and ideas; we captured user              
comments, agreements, suggestions, and corrections using color coded sticky notes on the            
board.  
 
The metrics / elements we focused on were: 

Elements Rationale 

Stakeholders / user roles Have we captured users’ significant key players in their 
experience? Did we miss anyone out? This was key to create 
a seamless UX which integrated the roles/tasks of 
stakeholders aside  from our main users e.g. servers, 
business owners 

Phases (e.g. Need / Desire to 
eat out, Exploring options, 
Decision-making) 

What were the progressive, end-to-end phases of the user? 
Which one presented the most problems i.e. opportunity to fill 
a gap? This was key for us to identify and narrow our problem 
focus 

Action flow at each phase What were the tangible user behaviors, tasks, and actions at 
these phases? These were vital to understand as it would 
inform our solution ideation and design; this would also be 
early stages of requirements gathering as we know key user 
needs 

Channels & touchpoints What devices are users using at each phase? What apps, 
websites, products, etc. are users using? This helped us 
understand what existing systems and features that are 
crucial  

Pain points What are the main barriers our users face at each step? This 
was vital for us to uncover as it would largely inform our next 
steps during design 

Hacks What workarounds were users doing to overcome barriers? 
This uncovered innovative user behaviors that may guide our 
design solution 

Wishlist  What features or elements that users wish they could have? 
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This revealed underlying pain points / gaps that users faced 
and want to overcome 

Emotions How or what are users feeling at each stage? This revealed 
the intensity or degree of need at a phase and informed us 
which ones are more important to fix for the user 

3.2.4 Analysis  

Data presentation 
The insights from the workshop were captured on digital (pink) sticky notes. We organized the               
data based on phases (e.g. Explore &       
Discover Options, Receive order) and     
elements (e.g. action, pain points) within      
the user journey. We presented the data in        
the form of a user journey map, entitled,        
Current State Map to capture the present       
user experience our target population     
faces; the Workshop Current State map      
can be found online  and in Appendix E.  
Aside from additional inputs (pink circle      
notes), we validated the existing content      
with our users to ensure that the data is         
accurate.  
 
Procedures 

To elaborate, the data collected     
consisted of additional inputs (pink circle      
notes) and validation of existing data      
(content in Current State Map ). We      
organized the data by walking the      
participants through the entire map, from      
left to right - going through each element        
and existing data. E.g., we started at       
‘Conscious thought’ (need to eat out)      
phase, and read out the content in User        
Roles and Goals, Actions, Channels &      
Touchpoints, Pain points, Hacks,    
Wishlist, and Emotions. We captured     
user comments in real time by tagging       
pink round notes onto the specific      
location the user alluded. We used this       
method to organize our data according to       

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UY9ZvmmRWgApa-1HegKplpLYwQ94PVdE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UY9ZvmmRWgApa-1HegKplpLYwQ94PVdE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ETtWIL7WJFQrhV6ai_H0bJWwjqDNYeX1/view?usp=sharing
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the phase and element (e.g. pain point) so we could quickly refine the updated Current State                
journey map. Additionally, it lets us quickly identify the different elements in each phase,              
compare experiences in the different phases, and identify opportunity areas for our design             
solution. Lastly, we held a voting session where participants voted on their top 4 barriers / pain                 
points which informed us of the key gap areas we could tap into. 
 
The result of the workshop was displayed in an updated Current State Map (online & Appendix                
F) 

3.3 Pain Points Survey 

3.3.1 Information Goals 

Narrow problem space to something more manageable 
At this point in the research process, we had gathered enough research to create the user                
journey map. While helpful in identifying the breadth of the problem space, as well as a number                 
of pain points throughout, we weren’t yet poised to generate design ideas as we’ll need to be for                  
R3 because the entire user journey is simply too large a problem space to develop from. We                 
had considered arbitrarily limiting ourselves to one of the pain points, but figured that that               
wouldn’t be sufficiently empirical. We then considered using the vote tallies from the UX              
workshop, but those votes weren’t very definitive. Ultimately we decided it would be most              
prudent to appeal to an even broader audience. With a survey, we could run essentially the                
same vote with significantly more users, and the numbers would readily bear out a victor. 

Expand beyond literature and anecdotal interview evidence 
Thus far, our research has relied on either literature or interviews with 1-3 people. The value of                 
these sources are doubtless, but we wanted to confirm them something more empirical, yet still               
directly engaging with users.  

3.3.2 Justification 
Though surveys are generally a more restrictive research method than interviews and focus             
groups, this was actually a benefit in this instance. As mentioned above, we needed to reduce                
our scope to better facilitate our design process next round, so we didn’t really need freedom to                 
explore. In fact, we designed the survey with exclusively multiple choice questions (save for an               
optional text response section at the end) to deliberately avoid exploration. We wanted             
straight-forward, numerical responses so we could come to a definitive conclusion. 
 
We also chose the 7 point likert scale because it was least likely to depress completion rate.                 
While surveys are definitely easier to conduct than interviews, we didn’t have much time left               
before the deadline and we wanted as much data as possible. That meant limiting the number                
of questions and their complexity to deter survey-takers as little as possible. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bgFwQgZjGyvyKwak6r3C9OdU9R9npVih/view?usp=sharing
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Our survey also has the unfortunate caveat that we have no means of verifying how honest our                 
takers are. Granted, a user can still lie in an interview, but it’s far easier to do so in a simple                     
survey. Fortunately, our problem space isn’t something so high stakes or partisan like politics,              
so we doubt many people had cause to just outright fabricate their responses. We also released                
our survey in venues where we expected trolling to be less likely, like the MSHCI Slack and the                  
r/vegan. 

3.3.3 Details 

Procedures 
First we assessed the current list of pain points, and chose all those which we believed were                 
actionable and problems that we would like to solve. Actionable here is defined as anything               
which we believe that we can potentially resolve through design, e.g. “there are no vegan               
restaurants here” is not actionable because we can’t reasonably make more vegan restaurants             
pop up, whereas “it’s difficult to find vegan restaurants near me” is because we can potentially                
design a better means of finding these places. And while “problems we’d like to solve” is an                 
arbitrary limiter, it didn’t cut our questions down too much. 
 
Next, we set up a survey in Qualtrics, and rephrased each pain point into a 7 point likert scale                   
question ranging from strongly agree to strongly disagree. While we undoubtedly lost some             
answer fidelity by phrasing questions so uniformly, e.g. a severe but infrequent problem doesn’t              
map cleanly onto that scale, we thought that 24 questions was already quite a lot, and we                 
worried about discouraging completion. After adding an intro, and initial demographic questions,            
we reviewed and finalized the survey as a team. 
 
Finally, through Qualtrics, we released the survey onto the MSHCI Slack, r/vegan and r/gatech              
on reddit, and the Georgia Tech Grad Students Facebook. The MSHCI Slack and the Tech               
Grad Students Facebook were chosen because we had sourced our interviews from here, and              
we suspected there were even more who just didn’t have time to interview. r/Vegan seemed like                
a reasonable venue given that its population is within the 25-29 range, and reddit itself has a                 
large user base [11]. Posting to a subreddit brings with it several biases, namely that reddit                
users likely have ample access to technology, they have a social community that supports their               
lifestyle, and they’re likely informed about vegan news and recipes on reddit itself. However, we               
considered none of these biases unacceptable. Similarly, r/gatech would contain users from our             
target audience, but without the guarantee that they’re part of a vegan community. We also               
attempted to post the survey r/Vegetarian, but the account we used was made recently so it was                 
removed. 
 
After 2 days, we closed the survey due to our impending R2 deadline, and exported the survey                 
results to a CSV for analysis in Tableau. 

https://www.zotero.org/google-docs/?kYQFrA
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Questions  
(See Appendix F. for survey in original form) 

Question Rationale 

Section I. Demographic Information 

What do you consider yourself? 
- Vegan 
- Vegetarian 
- Flexitarian 
- No strong affiliation, but prefer eating 

vegan/vegetarian 

Naturally, it’s important to know what dietary 
restrictions our users had. We included 
“Flexitarian” and “no strong affiliation” 
because we suspected some would take the 
survey, and we’d rather have an outlet for 
these individuals than force them to guess. 

How long have you been one? We could have asked for an exact figure, but 
we suspected that users might spend too 
much time trying to remember specifics, when 
all we care about here is whether they’re new 
to their current lifestyle or if they’ve had years 
to acclimate. 

How old are you? Like the above, we could have asked for an 
exact figure, but we mainly just needed to 
know if users were within our target 
demographic. We noted an error here where 
26 year olds could possibly choose 1 of 2 
options. We didn’t catch this mistake. 

What best describes the place where you 
live? 
- Rural 
- Suburban 
- Metropolitan 

We wanted to investigate if differences in 
locale had an effect on our users because we 
suspected there may be a difference. 

On average, how many times per week do 
you eat restaurant food (e.g. eat at a 
restaurant or order out)? 
- Never 
- 0-1 (maybe a few times a month) 
- 1-3 
- 4-6 
- 7+ 

It is critical that we determine how often users 
eat out because there may be material 
differences between people who eat out 
frequently and those who only go out a little. 
The 0-1 bucket may be awkward, but we 
thought that people would be able to more 
easily assess their weekly habits than their 
monthly habits. 

On average, how many times per week did 
you eat restaurant food (e.g. eat at a 
restaurant or order out) pre-pandemic ? 
- Never 

This question makes certain that we’re asking 
about both their current eating habits and 
their usual eating habits, because they are 
likely different (though, we pray their current 
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- 0-1 (maybe a few times a month) 
- 1-3 
- 4-6 
- 7+ 

doesn’t become the new norm) . Of course, it 
may be difficult for users to accurately 
calculate this number, but it’s better than 
nothing at all. 

Section II. Pain Points 

For the following questions, each has the same rationale: we identified this pain point in our 
earlier research, and our objective is to find which one our users most consistently agree is a 
problem. For the sake of easing our analysis, we ensured that all questions had the same 
valence. Strongly agree would mean users strongly agree that this situation is a problem.  

Below are listed a number of pain points 
experienced by vegans and vegetarians that 
we've gathered from interviews. For each 
situation, select the option which most 
applies. 

We began this section by setting the context: 
telling users what they would be doing, and 
that their answers aren’t supposed to be 
exact. We did this to set the context for  

When I get food with others, I usually worry 
that my dietary restrictions will get in the way 
- 7 point likert: Strongly agree - Strongly 

disagree 

 

When I eat with others, I'm usually seen as 
the limiting factor 
- 7 point likert: Strongly agree - Strongly 

disagree 

 

I can't just go to any restaurant and expect to 
get a satisfying meal 
- 7 point likert: Strongly agree - Strongly 

disagree 

 

If a restaurant isn't explicitly 
vegan/vegetarian, I have to look at a 
restaurant's menu before I consider going 
there 
- 7 point likert: Strongly agree - Strongly 

disagree 

 

When I look up small, local restaurants, they 
often don't have information relevant to my 
dietary restriction available online 
- 7 point likert: Strongly agree - Strongly 

disagree 

 

Restaurants don't consistently identify 
vegan/vegetarian options on their menus 
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- 7 point likert: Strongly agree - Strongly 
disagree 

I have accidentally ordered something with 
meat before because the menu did not 
clearly specify that it had any 
- True 
- False 

This and the next question is the only 
non-likert on this battery of questions, 
because we didn’t think that this question 
could be effectively phrased into that 
structure. 

[If previous true] How often does this 
happen? 
- Very often 
- Somewhat often 
- Somewhat rarely 
- Very rarely 

 

If I’m unfamiliar with a city/town, I spend a 
lot more time looking at each restaurant’s 
menu to see if it has something for me 
- 7 point likert: Strongly agree - Strongly 

disagree 

 

If a restaurant doesn't have an online 
menu, I won't pick that place to eat 
- 7 point likert: Strongly agree - Strongly 

disagree 

 

There is no one-stop resource for 
discovering information on 
vegan/vegetarian options at restaurants 
- 7 point likert: Strongly agree - Strongly 

disagree 

 

I find it difficult to discover new food options 
I've never had before 
- 7 point likert: Strongly agree - Strongly 

disagree 

 

If I'm at a restaurant that I'm unfamiliar with, 
I usually have a difficult time finding dishes 
within my dietary restriction 
- 7 point likert: Strongly agree - Strongly 

disagree 

 

I am often worried that something I order 
might not be prepared in a way that's vegan 
or vegetarian 
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- 7 point likert: Strongly agree - Strongly 
disagree 

I usually feel awkward asking servers 
questions about the menu 
- 7 point likert: Strongly agree - Strongly 

disagree 

 

I usually feel awkward asking servers about 
modifying an order to accommodate my 
dietary restrictions 
- 7 point likert: Strongly agree - Strongly 

disagree 

 

When ordering online there isn't an easy 
way to ask for dishes to be modified to 
satisfy my dietary restrictions 
- 7 point likert: Strongly agree - Strongly 

disagree 

 

[Optional] If you would like to comment on 
your answers above or your experience as 
a vegan or vegetarian eating out more 
generally please do so below: 

This is just an obligatory catch-all so users 
could give us qualitative data to supplement 
their answers. It was important that this be 
optional to maintain completion rates and 
reduce the complexity of the analysis. 

 

3.3.4 Analysis 
See Appendix G. for more results.  
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Demographic Data 

 
In total, we received 340 responses from the survey. The demographic results show that our               
release venues had been effective at drawing out our target population. They also suggest that               
we got a significant amount of our users from r/vegan, though we cannot confirm that for a fact                  
since we lack click-through data. We also see that most of our responses are from long term                 
vegans and vegetarians, which we had anticipated.  
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Pain Point Data 

 
Here we weighted each response on the scale from 3 being “Strongly agree” and -3 being                
“Strongly disagree.” We used this data to determine which pain points were most strongly felt in                
aggregate. Given that none were negative, it seems that none of our pain points were               
completely off base.  

 
Questions 7 and 8 had to be analysed separately given that they weren’t in likert scale format;                 
however, we interpreted these results to mean that accidentally receiving meat wasn’t as             
pressing as the other pain points. Though, we do feel for that one unfortunate vegan for whom                 
this seems to happen very often.  
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Because the weighting erases the exact shape of the results, we also visualized the full spread                
of answers for each question. Here we can see some disparities between vegans and              
vegetarians, where in question 2, vegans skewed agree/strongly agree, vegetarians are           
clustered more around somewhat agree. In question 4 it’s clear that vegans and vegetarians              
alike are largely in agreement, though vegans clearly feel even more strongly about the matter. 
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04 Discussion of Research Findings  

4.1 Summary of Research Activities  
At this stage, our main goals were 1) understand the end-to-end user journey, 2) deeper               
understanding of user experiences, and 3) narrow our problem statement. We needed to             
complete the last stages of our Discovery research and start converging on our problem space               
based on our previous broad research findings. Hence, we further executed exploratory            
research i.e. semi-structured user interviews, our UX workshop, and digital survey to dig deeper              
into our users’ experiences and identify notable gaps that could potentially center our problem              
space. 
 
Findings from the semi-structured interviews and UX workshop largely contributed to our            
knowledge of the entire user journey. We were able to ask users their real life experience and                 
flow; the flexibility of the semi-structured interviews allowed us to cover the essential questions              
we had about their journey, and diverge to topics of interest e.g. drilling down details of certain                 
third party apps or hacks they used. From there, we were able to build a basic user journey map                   
that covered the key phases; each phase also contained vital elements including actions, pain              
points, touch points, and channels. From our interview findings, we ran two UX workshop              
sessions with users to go through the basic journey map we had built. We refined our journey                 
map by procuring users’ validations: they agreed, corrected, or added new insights into the              
map. Our now-updated Current State journey map would be a key reference resource as we               
narrowed our problem space based on the most salient phases and pain points. 
 
Our next goal was to have an elaborate understanding of our users in general. Diving deeper                
into our users’ experiences would impact how we narrowed our problem statement. Here, our              
combined methods of interviews, workshop, and surveys effectively revealed key insights.           
These insights included uncovering their entire journeys, behaviours (e.g. sourcing for           
information), social pressures, internal and external motivations for eating out, and third party             
applications (e.g. Yelp. Google maps) used along the way. These findings helped us understand              
key factors and contexts that influenced our users’ actions, and how we can potentially              
accommodate those behaviors in our design solutions. It also revealed crucial points where             
users faced the most barriers, whether in intensity or frequency.  
 
Our combined findings resulted in a large volume of data where we began to notice saturation.                
During interviews and the workshops, our users independently expressed similar sentiments           
and thoughts. Additionally, our digital survey reinforced our previous insights with over 300             
complete responses.  
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4.2 Discussion of Research Findings 

4.2.1 The discovery phase of our user’s journey offers the most opportunity            
for intervention 
Throughout this deliverable, we tasked ourselves with narrowing our scope to a more             
manageable part of the user’s journey. Until now, our problem space spanned from a user               
deciding to eat out alone or with a group, through finding a place to eat, to reading menus, and                   
ordering. While understanding the totality of this journey has been useful in shaping the nature               
of the problem, it is simply too broad to facilitate design. Our UX workshop and digital surveys                 
highlighted the discovery and comparison phases as having the most gaps and pain points for               
us to tap into. Hence, we have decided to focus our design efforts on the ‘Discover & Explore’                  
and ‘Compare’ phase (as noted in our journey map). We arrived at this decision based on the                 
voting results from the UX workshop and the survey, which showed that pain points in this area                 
are most salient. 
 

4.2.2 Vegans and Vegetarians aren’t a monolith, but encounter similar          
social pressures 
While their diets are not identical, many vegans and vegetarians face social pressure where              
non-vegan/vegetarian companions view them as the limiting factor, often asking them to decide             
where to eat. This presents a lot of anxiety to our users who feel the responsibility to                 
recommend a place that people of all diets would enjoy. Furthermore, we found that many users                
share similar negative emotions of stress, pressure, anxiety, and even guilt when needing to eat               
out with others as they feel their diet would get in the way. In certain extremes, users mentioned                  
being open to compromise on their diet and values in order to avoid social friction.  

4.2.3 Users rely almost solely on menus  
Our findings reveal that almost all of our users view menus before committing to a restaurant;                
thus, the availability and accuracy of online (or physical) menus are crucial in the user               
experience. Furthermore, we found that users complained how they have to pore over a number               
of menus just to try a new place. This was captured in multiple interviews, the workshop, as well                  
as the digital survey. Users also expressed a want for a centralized system, or easier access to                 
menus without having to hop between multiple platforms to view different menus. Therefore, we              
aim to look into potential solutions that would overcome this user barrier and allow users to                
access accurate and updated menus with potentially fewer touchpoints.  
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4.2.4 Users are frustrated with inconsistencies in menu notation 
Our findings indicate that our users (both vegans and vegetarians) rely heavily on menus when               
eating out. Many users express pain points in terms of unreliability and distrust of menu               
notations. Menus might describe dishes to be vegan or vegetarian friendly when in reality, those               
dishes contain meat or dairy. Several also complained how online menus fail to indicate when               
an item is unavailable, leaving them with few options, if any, and their hunt for a place to eat                   
begins all over again. Although we lack control over how restaurants want to control their menus                
and online profile, we aim to identify ways to reduce the number of touch points during the                 
discovery phase so that users can more easily look for alternatives. We also intend to identify                
ways we might help menus have clearer and more up-to-date information.  

4.2.5 Pain points discovered in interviews seem to generalize well to a            
larger population 
We worried that the pain points distilled from our interviews might not generalize well to a                
broader population. Our survey results suggest otherwise. Though this fact doesn’t prompt any             
particular design action on our part, it reassures us that the findings that we present here and                 
the next section are empirically justified. 

4.2.6 Living in more metropolitan areas somewhat alleviates pain points,          
but results seem to be largely consistent in rural and suburban areas 
Our findings, largely from the digital survey, indicate that users experience pain points to a               
similar degree regardless of whether they live in metropolitan, suburban, or rural areas. This              
indicates that living in a city doesn’t automatically resolve a user’s issues with restaurant choice.               
Cities might be dense and contain a wider variety of food choices, but vegans and vegetarians                
still find eating out difficult. This assures us that our focus problem and design solutions may be                 
generalized to a wider population than our current target population of users in Atlanta; it brings                
potential that this project is scalable to a wider user group.  
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05 User Needs, Other Influences, and Design 
Implications 

5.1 Enumerated Implications 
Our research has indicated that intervention at the “discovery” phase (searching, exploring, and             
comparing restaurants) could effectively improve the dine out experience of vegans and            
vegetarians. 

User Needs Design Implications Evidence 

Users want to search 
restaurants based on location 

Implement a feature to allow 
users search “Nearby” or 
search by a specific location 

Interview and survey findings 

Users want to quickly filter 
vegetarian and vegan options 
in all restaurants, including 
non-vegan/vegetarian 
restaurants that offer 
sustainable substitutions 

System should support quick 
and reliable filtering of ALL 
restaurants with available 
vegan/vegetarian options, 
rather than just filtering vegan 
and vegetarian restaurants  

Interview, UX workshop and 
survey findings 

Users want visual or written 
cues to confirm the restaurant 
is “vegan/vegetarian-friendly”, 
or that the restaurant is 
willing to make 
accommodations based on 
individuals’ dietary restriction 

Add indicators in the 
restaurant browsing page to 
explicitly show whether if a 
restaurant is “vegan/ 
vegetarian-friendly” 

Interview, UX workshop and 
survey findings 

Users want to use a single 
platform, rather than going 
through multiple touchpoints, 
to find available options  

Provide a reliable one-stop 
resource that contains all the 
important information 
pertaining to the dietary 
needs of vegans and 
vegetarians 

Interview and survey findings 

Users want to discover new 
vegan/vegetarian options at 
both familiar and unfamiliar 
restaurants 

During the search process, 
system should push 
suggestions or notify the 
users about new options they 
might be interested in  

Interview, UX workshop and 
survey findings 

Users want to know if the 
menu information they found 

Show when the menu was 
last updated 

Interview, UX workshop and 
survey findings 
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online is up to date 

Users want the menu to 
explicitly state what the 
vegan/vegetarian option is, 
so they do not have to guess 
or ask the server 

Improve menu clarity: 
a. Division of vegan + 
vegetarian vs non-vegan + 
non-vegetarian sections 
b. Consistency in marking 
vegan/vegetarian options 
c. (Or) A specific vegan menu 

Interview, and survey findings 

Users want clear indications 
about whether 
vegan/vegetarian 
substitutions can be made for 
certain dishes, and what the 
potential substitutions are 

Improve menu clarity: 
Menu should clearly show the 
customizable food items, and 
a list of potential substitutions 
for each item 

Interview, UX workshop and 
survey findings 

Users want to know what 
ingredients are used in the 
customizable dishes to make 
sure the expectations are 
aligned 

Improve users’ confidence in 
menu: 
Menu should clearly indicate 
the specific ingredients used 
in customizable food items 

Interview, UX workshop and 
survey findings 

Users want to look at the 
pictures of the restaurant and 
the food options to aid with 
decision making 

Provide images to help users 
compare and select 
restaurants 

Interview, UX workshop and 
survey findings 
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5.2 Personas 
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5.3 Revised Journey Map 
(Online file here ) 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bgFwQgZjGyvyKwak6r3C9OdU9R9npVih/view?usp=sharing
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06 Lessons Learned 

6.1 Working without a solution is difficult 
A continuation of our previous lesson learned, but this might have been the biggest problem we                
faced this round. When working from the broad space of user problems, it seems like choosing                
exactly where to approach it is excruciatingly difficult. Of course, that may not be a generality so                 
much as it is a feature of this specific problem; nevertheless, we spent a great deal of time and                   
worry thinking about how we could hone in on a place where we could generate designs. Many                 
on the team yearned to start prototyping so that we could limit ourselves to a consistent context.                 
We may have gathered a number of problems, but we didn’t have a simple metric to decide                 
which problem was worth solving. 

6.2 Survey planning should have happened sooner 
This is a rather specific lesson; the more generalized lesson might be: quantitative data is still                
valuable. At the beginning of R2, we ruled out the idea of doing a survey because we believed                  
that our interview data had already captured everything we could really need. A survey seemed               
superfluous, but as the dread set in that we just simply didn’t have a narrow enough problem                 
space, we decided we might as well. While we’re fairly proud of the survey we produced and                 
content with the results, one can definitely tell that it was produced somewhat hastily. Upon               
reviewing the survey, we know it could have been better. There were questions that could have                
been followed up on for greater insight, , and one had a minor mistake that should’ve been                 
caught. We definitely underestimated the power of a survey, and we should have decided to               
employ one sooner so it could have gone through an even more rigorous design process. 

6.3 Go back to the users 
As our group was brooding on how and what to narrow our problem statement on, we looked                 
into various arenas, e.g. competition applications and websites; we discoursed lengthily based            
purely on our assumptions of how our users would think, feel, and behave, when we suddenly                
caught ourselves assuming instead of going directly to our users. Then, we decided not to               
confine ourselves to any particular problem area yet, and brainstormed research activities            
instead that would help us identify key areas / issues our users face. Hence, we would then                 
define our problem area.  

6.4 Adapting to new norms  
When we decided to run a UX workshop, we had concerns about communicating and              
collaborating online with our users as it might affect how engaged participants are, or how               
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creative juices might flow. Nevertheless, we decided to keep the pace of the workshop relatively               
rapid, which was also due to time constraints to cover the content we had. Having the workshop                 
paced at a faster speed, as well as communicating via video call seemed to have worked                
decently as our participants were engaged, active, and expressive during the workshop. We are              
very appreciative of them as well as the valuable insights we obtained from the workshop.   
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08 Appendix 

Appendix A. Interview Protocol 

Introduction 
Hi [participant name]. Thank you for taking part in this study. I'm [interviewer name] and I will be 
conducting the interview, while [notetaker name] here will be taking down notes. Our goal is to learn 
about the experiences that vegans or vegetarians face when eating out in restaurants.  

Before we start, please make sure you are in a comfortable position for the session; I will be referring to 
the script occasionally to make sure I cover everything. Please feel free to interject me anytime if you 
have any concerns or issues.  

I want to emphasize that our aim is to understand users like you: your experiences, pain points or 
struggles, and goals when eating out at restaurants . So, feel free to be candid with your answers – there 
are no wrong answers here. Do you have any questions for me before we get started? 

Today's session will be recorded, but your input and identity will be kept confidential. If that is alright 
with you, can we get a verbal confirmation from you? We can email you a digital consent form if you 
would prefer that.  
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Appendix B. Individual Interview Notes with Timestamps 
(Only included one of the six set of individual interview notes) 

Demographic Info  
Before we start, we would like to gather some information for user demographic purposes. May 
we  know,  

1. your age? (@ 2:00)  
a. 26  

2. are you vegan / vegetarian / plant based? (@ 2:09)  

a. Vegetarian, still eats dairy  

3. which areas do you currently live / work / or frequently eat out at? (@ 2:20) a. Lives just east 
of midtown. During school year, usually eats out at midtown 4. How often do you eat out (if you 
can recall)? What are factors that affect your decision to eat  out or cook? (@ 2:50)  

a. Before COVID, would get lunch @ Tech Square or somewhere near campus, maybe 3/5 
days?  

i. Usually lunch, would eat dinner at home  
b. On weekends, usually once/twice  

User experience journey  
[Social; with friends] Tell us a time when you dined out with friends at a restaurant (before 
the  pandemic, or during) – from discussing and choosing a venue, to ordering and eating. (@ 
5:40)  

It’s not that different from anybody else, looking for a place to eat, but there’s an added layer of 
complexity, trying to find some place that I both want to eat at and can eat. I usually look at the 
menu beforehand. I often will google the place and look at their menu online if available. 
When looking @ menus do you face any problems? (@ 7:10)  

Some places will separate sections out that indicate vegetarian dishes, while others will 
demarcate  different dishes. It really depends on the menu and how it’s laid out.  

Do you struggle to find restaurants with these “proper” menus? Or menus that are difficult to 
interact  with (@ 8:00)  

Outside of ATL, it can be difficult (Indiana, Wyoming). There’s areas where vegetarian/vegan 
lifestyles  aren’t very big, so menus online can be outdated. In ATL, don’t struggle very much, but 
outside...  

If I can’t find a menu online, I’ll find a different place, or I’ll try to plan around it. You 

mentioned having outdated/inaccurate menus, could you elaborate on that? (@ 9:46)  

No instances come to mind, because usually tries to play it safe by asking questions and getting as 

much  info as possible up front.  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1aJPHPR11STGWBVxvMCIPDI-0NcOkmLzV/view?usp=sharing
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Do you look for other resources if you can’t find a menu? Do you go down other paths to get 

more  info? (@ 10:54)  

Might click on Yelp to see what people say or look for photographs of food. Consults reviews 

too. Mainly consults Google or Yelp  

[Alone; busy working/leisure] Tell us a time when you dined out alone at a restaurant, perhaps 
when  you're busy working and need to quickly grab a bite. (@ 11:48)  

Last year, we would be in Tech Square a lot, which is surrounded by a bunch of restaurants.  

Also, a big fan of restaurants where you can just order via app (ex. Moe’s Southwest Grill ), which 
allows  precise (and greater) degree of customizability). App also can save previous orders, which 
makes the  ordering process convenient if already familiar with a restaurant  

So, you usually go to restaurants you’re familiar with? (@ 13:47)  

Usually goes to places I’m familiar with, because I don’t want to figure out what I want to eat on top 
of  everything I’m already thinking about for classes. It’s a bit different during weekends  

How do you try out new restaurants, or how frequently do you do that? (@ 14:32)  

Usually more for weekends/socializing, might walk around and look out for new restaurants, or use 
Open Table app to filter restaurants according to my dietary needs. Will look at new restaurants 
opening  in the area, tries to filter things down, which is helpful  

How long have you been vegetarian? (@ 15:25)  

Vegetarian since 2011  

How was the transition? (@ 15:38)  

Slow, just decreased meat consumption over time until it was eradicated  

Why did you change your diet? (@ 16:06) 
Because of high school class (Env Science), which taught about the impacts of consuming 
meat/livestock  ecologically and from an animal rights perspective  

Ever moved around to new cities? Had any struggles finding new places to eat? (@ 17:46)  

Really only lived in Athens, GA & ATL (with short studies abroad). But when leaving those two 
cities,  there aren’t as many options, so it’s kind of difficult.  

Can you describe any salient pain points that you face while eating out, as a vegetarian? (@ 18:44)  

If unfamiliar with a place, it is difficult to determine if food is completely vegetarian, because                
sometimes there’s bacon bits on a salad, or something pops up. Always must check to make sure things                  
are correct. Mitigates that by checking up front if possible, but hesitant to bother waiters, because                
they’re just trying  to take orders as quickly as possible.  

Lots of people don’t understand what it means to be vegetarian (ex. Got offered chicken sausage 
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by  grandparent)  

Whenever you order something veggie/vegan, there’s always a reaction like “Oh you’re 
vegetarian/vegan? What’s with that?” and the conversation gets old. Sometimes tries to aim for 
more  low-key vegetarian options.  

Do you have any needs/goals that you feel aren’t being met, outside of your pain points? (@ 22:34)  

It’s hard to keep things nutritionally balanced as a vegetarian, easy to have an imbalanced diet as 
a  vegetarian.  

Oftentimes, restaurants make things vegetarian by just omitting the meat component of dishes, 
which  can often leave dishes as just “pasta” or plain salad  

Can you think of an experience you felt was particularly awk b/c of dietary restrictions? (@ 25:15)  

Honestly, while eating out, don’t feel as bad about asking all the questions, but feel bad when asking 
a  bunch of questions after eating at somebody’s house where they had to cook the meal. (Feels bad 
inconveniencing families/friends, not as much inconveniencing restaurants)  

Anything else you feel like sharing? (@ 26:58)  

Wish I could go to a restaurant and filter dishes that are vegetarian but not just “sad pasta” or 
“sad  noodles” or “sad salad”  

So far through your travels, you haven’t faced any problems looking for restaurants? (@ 

28:15) Repeat of ATL/Indiana/Wyoming  

How do you work around the limitations in those places? (@ 28:50)  

Usually tries to customize the order, but it usually winds up being a bunch of 

sides Really wish there was a way to verify that there is no meat in my food  

MISC 
What other factors affect your decision to eat out? (@ 3:37)  

● Food quality, if going out to eat, looking for very good food that’s nearby  

o When going out to eat, I will try to go out to eat as more of a social 

occurrence. When mentioning food quality, could you elaborate more on that? (@ 4:20)  

● Taste is important to me, b/c at home I can make exactly what I want, so if I’m going to eat 
somewhere, I want it to be good  

How would you rank those factors? (@ 4:50)  

● Quality of food would be separate from taste/affordability  
1. Taste  

2. Affordability  
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Appendix C. All Interview Notes Combined 

U1 
- [U1-01] “I use Google [on my phone] to search restaurants [nearby or in a specific area] to look 

at their menu beforehand to double check that a vegan option exists.” 

 

- [U1-02] If a restaurant is vegetarian-friendly, then it’s more likely to be vegan-friendly (or easier 

for the restaurant to make accommodations).  

 

- [U1-03] More and more restaurants are starting to use indicators on the menu to highlight 

vegan options.  

 

- [U1-04] “I generally care about the carbon footprint first before anything else.” (reason to 

become vegan) 

 

- [U1-05] If a restaurant is vegetarian-friendly, then it’s more likely to be vegan-friendly (or easier 

for the restaurant to make accommodations).  

 

- [U1-06] “Just being able to know if a place has vegan options and being able to trust that it has 

vegan options [would make our lives easier].” 

 

- [U1-07] Restaurants always try to be accommodating, but the available options are sometimes 

not that great / tasty.  

 

- [U1-08][Search Process] Google Search -> Pictures, “Vegan/Vegetarian-friendly” indicators, and 

Restaurant name -> Menu -> Reviews/Star Rating 

 

- [U1-09] “I don’t look at a lot of reviews. Not positive that reviews will sway my opinion [about a 

restaurant].” 

 

- [U1-10] “I wish there was an easier way to tell from the menu if places were considerate of 

vegetarian/vegans from the get-go, rather than trying to figure something out and be flexible 

instead.”  

 

- [U1-11] “First going vegan was quite overwhelming. Part of it is figuring out what I can  eat and 

what I enjoy , so if there was an easier way to [know what alternatives there are for us to switch 

out] and be less overwhelmed, that’d be nice.” 

 

- [U1-12 Reasons for eating out] 1. Laziness. 2. I want to eat something that I just don’t want to 

put the time in myself to create, like a tempura fried veggies or curry. 3. Something i cannot 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1xJkyitvP-nd-v8Q0V5Et5ZcAkVlQ8fp9OGUMOozYlCw/edit?usp=sharing
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cook well myself [& not worth putting in the time & energy to learn it]. [Taste/Craving are the 

priorities [for my decision to eat out.] 

 

- [U1-13] It should be viable to be both lazy and  vegan. 

 

U2 
- [U2-01] “What first kicked it off for me was the environmental reasons. Nowadays 

environmental reasons and animal ethics [animal cruelty] play relatively equal roles in my 

decision.” (reason to become vegan) 

 

- [U2-02] It is easier overall to completely avoid meat, whereas figuring out if something has dairy 

in it or not is more difficult. 

 

- [U2-03][Search Process] Google Search -> Pictures, “Vegan/Vegetarian-friendly” indicators, and 

Restaurant name -> Menu -> Reviews/Star Rating 

 

- [U2-04]  “I’ll usually type “vegan food near me” in the search bar, and oftentimes it’s the photos 

that will catch my attention. If I have a specific craving (i.e. vegan junk food), directly look for 

places that would have those options. If I know I want a certain type of food (i.e. Mexican), type 

in (Mexican) restaurant near me, and look through the search results to find the ones that have 

good vegan options.” 

 

- [U2-05] "I don’t usually use a filter, personally. [Reason: Some apps (e.g. Happy Cow) will only 

bring up pure vegan/vegetarian restaurants, and will filter out places with vegan options].” 

 

- [U2-06] “I think [vegan options are] way  more accessible now, which partly has to do with me 

learning how to eat out as a vegan, but overall, in the last two years, so many more restaurants 

have vegan options.” 

 

- [U2-07] “I wish those kinds of things [vegan options in chain restaurants, i.e. Impossible 

Whopper] were marketed better (i.e. explicitly say that it had non-vegan cheese/mayo). I’ve 

never seen vegan cheese at fast-food restaurants.” 

 

- [U2-08] “I wish there were some fast-food restaurants where everything  is vegan, there’s some 

fast-food restaurants globally, but not in the US.” 

 

- [U2-09] “[When I eat out] It’s mostly something I can’t make at home, and when I eat out, I want 
it to taste good, because otherwise I can make it at home. Taste/Craving is a priority.” 

- [U2-10] “I think it’s less-overwhelming now than it was five years ago, but it’d be nice to have a 

mainstream resource for people who are trying out being vegan/just now going vegan, which 

would be helpful.” 
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- [U2-011] “I think I have [developed a well-rounded diet] now, but most of it comes down to trial 
and error & who are those big names out there talking about a healthy diet.” 

 

- [U2-12] “I think learning to cook healthy foods in a way that tastes good is the biggest change. 

You start to crave healthy food because you know how to make it taste good.” 

 

- [U2-13] “I would love for it to not be abnormal to be vegan. I would want that to be more of a 

standard. Want more people to try vegan food. It’s not that weird and it can taste good. To think 

of a society that puts veganism/vegetarianism is a standard is like the goal for veganism in 

general.” 

 

-  [U2-14] Vision: A world where everyone has the viable option to be vegan would be great. More 

accessibility to vegan options everywhere. 

 

U3 
- [U3-01] I try to look online at a place’s menu to find out what I can eat there 
- [U3-02] I do not want to force my friends to eat along my dietary preferences 
- [U3-03] I don’t want to make things difficult for the group 

- [U3-04] Identifying vegan/vegetarian dishes isn’t consistent between restaurants 
- [U3-05] I prefer menus where vegetarian and vegan options are in their own section 

- [U3-06] I do not use Yelp often to identify places to eat out 

- [U3-07] Small, local places often do not have information available online 

- [U3-08] I personally like it when the options are all in their own section (whether vegetarian or 
vegan). It’s more helpful than small indicators per menu-item 

- [U3-09] If I know someone who’s eaten at a restaurant  before, I’ll ask them if they know if there 
are vegetarian options 

U4 
- [U4-01] I order delivery roughly 1-2x a week 
- [U4-02] How busy my day is impacts whether or not I order food.  
- [U4-03] I sometimes have random cravings for food and will order delivery. 
- [U4-04] I have a hard time at restaurants where I’m unfamiliar with the cuisine and potential 

vegetarian options. 
- [U4-05] I ask my friends if they’re okay with eating at a place I’m sure is vegetarian-friendly. 

- [U4-06] I look at the menu beforehand to see if vegetarian options exist. 
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- [U4-07] I find different restaurants have different methods of indicating a meal option is 
vegetarian (if at all). 

- [U4-08] I prefer symbolic representations (green leaf, green V) with a legend at the end of the 
menu 

- [U4-09] I get frustrated when there are no vegetarian indicators because I have to look through 
each dish’s ingredients. 

- [U4-10] I struggle to identify vegetarian dishes when the menu is not in a language I understand 

- [U4-11] I don’t mind other people eating meat in front of me, it’s a personal choice. 

- [U4-12] I have accidentally ordered something with meat in it because the menu did not specify 
and was not well structured 

- [U4-13] I feel that restaurants could be more cognizant of the fact that vegetarianism matters to 
people. 

- [U4-14] Before ordering from a restaurant, I try to understand if the cuisine is 
vegetarian-friendly 

- [U4-15] I steer away from restaurants that have limited vegetarian options, and prefer 
restaurants with more vegetarian options. 

- [U4-16] I look up the menu on a restaurant’s website before going to save time. 
- [U4-17] I assume most restaurants have something vegetarian or vegan. 
- [U4-18] I think eating alone is faster than eating with people, because there are fewer decisions 

to be made. 
- [U4-19] I know what I’m going to order at a restaurant I’ve already been to. 
- [U4-20] I think people view eating alone in a negative way. 
- [U4-21] I try to pick places to eat that are geographically close to me. 
- [U4-22] I use Google to find nearby restaurants. 
- [U4-23] I started being vegetarian because I did not enjoy the taste of meat. 
- [U4-24] I wish there was more variety in vegetarian dishes. 

U5 
- [U5-01] People usually defer picking a place to eat to me because they think my diet is super 

restrictive. 
- [U5-02] I look at the menu for a restaurant to determine if it has vegan options 
- [U5-03] I will usually pick restaurants close by and low-cost. 
- [U5-04] I rehearse customizations/substitutions in my head before arriving at the restaurant 
- [U5-05] Many menus don’t show me their whole menu at once, I have to click multiple times. 
- [U5-06] I use Google Search to find restaurants. 
- [U5-07] I will often click on Google Search results to see the menu on a restaurant’s website 
- [U5-08] It’s common for my food to be served without a modification I requested. 
- [U5-09] I will eat food that isn’t vegan so I don’t have to send it back as long as there’s no meat. 
- [U5-10] I’ve been vegan for 4 years 
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- [U5-11] I will use vegan blogs if going somewhere like an amusement park 
- [U5-12] I see a lot of menus that use vegetarian/gluten-free indicators, not as many vegan 

indicators. 
- [U5-13] I don’t like to be the person in a group who refuses to eat something because I’m vegan. 
- [U5-14] Many restaurants have 1 vegan option at most, if any. 
- [U5-15] I eat at restaurants to have an experience I can’t recreate at home. 
- [U5-16] It’s unusual for me to incorporate new food into my diet because I have to do a lot of 

research into whether it’s vegan or not. 
- [U5-17] Sometimes people assume that my order (a side) was part of somebody else’s meal, and 

omit it. 
- [U5-18] Vegan options are often more expensive than regular options. 
- [U5-19] I can never be sure if what I’m eating is truly vegan because the preparation method 

might be non-vegan 
- [U5-20] If I’m unfamiliar with a city/town, I spend a lot more time looking at each restaurant’s 

menu to see if it has something for me. 
- [U5-21] I use Apple Maps on my phone in “food” mode to look for options. 
- [U5-22] I often can’t find menus directly in Apple Maps. 
- [U5-23] I worry that I will get a dish with animal products if a menu doesn’t have 

indicators/descriptions. 
- [U5-24] I assume food isn’t vegan unless I recognize the ingredients or dish. 

U6 
- [U6-01] I usually look at the menu online before going to a restaurant 
- [U6-02] Some restaurant menus have separate sections for vegetarian dishes, others have icons 
- [U6-03] It gets harder to find vegan/vegetarian restaurants outside of Atlanta 
- [U6-04] If I can’t find a menu online, I probably won’t pick that place to eat at 
- [U6-05] I use Yelp to figure out what people think of a restaurant 
- [U6-06] I use Yelp to look at pictures of food to see if it looks vegetarian 
- [U6-07] I prefer restaurants that have ordering apps, because I can save my order for future use 

and customize it 
- [U6-08] I go to eat at restaurants I’m familiar with to avoid figuring out what meals are 

vegetarian 
- [U6-09] To find new restaurants, I’ll often pick places along my walking path when with friends 
- [U6-10] I use OpenTable to find new restaurants, and filter restaurants by dietary restriction 
- [U6-11] I have been vegetarian since 2011 
- [U6-12] I chose to be vegetarian because of animal farming practices and environmental impact 
- [U6-13] If I’m unfamiliar with a restaurant, it is hard to figure out whether a dish is truly 

vegetarian 
- [U6-14] A lot of people don’t understand what it means to be vegetarian 
- [U6-15] I get tired of answering questions about my vegetarianism when I order a different meal 
- [U6-16] I struggle keeping my diet nutritionally balanced as a vegetarian. 

- [U6-17] Sometimes I have to eat bland, tasteless food at restaurants because it’s the only 
vegetarian option available 
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- [U6-18] I feel awkward asking people (friends/family) if the food they’ve made is vegetarian or 
not 

- [U6-19] Oftentimes, restaurants make things vegetarian by just omitting the meat component of 
dishes, which can often leave dishes as just “pasta” or plain salad 

- [U6-20] When there aren’t many places with veg options, I try to substitute things as much as 
possible 

- [U6-21] If I’m going out to eat, I want to eat tasty food, because I can cook regular food at home 

- [U6-22] I value taste over affordability when dining out. 
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Appendix D. Affinity Map 
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Appendix E. 4&5 PM Workshop Current State Maps  
(Online file here ) 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UY9ZvmmRWgApa-1HegKplpLYwQ94PVdE/view?usp=sharing
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Appendix F. Updated Current State Map 
(Online file here ) 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bgFwQgZjGyvyKwak6r3C9OdU9R9npVih/view?usp=sharing
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Default Question Block

Hi! This survey was created by Georgia Tech masters students to
better understand the experience of vegans and vegetarians
getting food from restaurants. We'll be using the results to
complete a project in a course on research methodology.

This survey is intended for vegans, vegetarians, or people who
prefer vegan/vegetarian options
This survey is anonymous; no personally identifying
information will be collected
The results of this survey will not be shared outside of our
class
Feel free to stop at any time (though, please submit what you
have)
This survey contains 24 questions and should take around 5-
10 minutes to complete

This survey has 2 sections of multiple choice questions. The first
contains simple demographic questions and the second contains
questions about situations experienced by vegans and
vegetarians.  

Block 2

Phoebe Tan
Appendix G. Survey

Phoebe Tan
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What do you consider yourself?

How long have you been one?

How old are you?

Vegan

Vegetarian

Flexitarian

No strong affiliation, but prefer eating vegan/vegetarian

More than 5 years

3-5 years

1-3 years

Half a year to 1 year

Less than half a year

Younger than 18

18-26

26-35

35-45

45+
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What best describes the place where you live?

On average, how many times per week do you eat restaurant food
(e.g. eat at a restaurant or order out)?

On average, how many times per week did you eat restaurant
food (e.g. eat at a restaurant or order out) pre-pandemic?

Rural

Suburban

Metropolitan

Never

0-1 (maybe a few times a month)

1-3

4-6

7+

Never

0-1 (maybe a few times a month)

1-3

4-6

7+
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Block 1

Below are listed a number of pain points experienced by vegans
and vegetarians that we've gathered from interviews. For each
situation, select the option which most applies.

When I get food with others, I usually worry that my dietary
restrictions will get in the way

When I eat with others, I'm usually seen as the limiting factor

Strongly agree

Agree

Somewhat agree

Neither agree nor disagree

Somewhat disagree

Disagree

Strongly disagree

Strongly agree

Agree

Somewhat agree

Neither agree nor disagree

Somewhat disagree

Disagree

Strongly disagree
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I can't just go to any restaurant and expect to get a satisfying meal

If a restaurant isn't explicitly vegan/vegetarian, I have to look at a
restaurant's menu before I consider going there

When I look up small, local restaurants, they often don't have
information relevant to my dietary restriction available online

Strongly agree

Agree

Somewhat agree

Neither agree nor disagree

Somewhat disagree

Disagree

Strongly disagree

Strongly agree

Agree

Somewhat agree

Neither agree nor disagree

Somewhat disagree

Disagree

Strongly disagree
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Restaurants don't consistently identify vegan/vegetarian options
on their menus

I have accidentally ordered something with meat before because
the menu did not clearly specify that it had any

Strongly agree

Agree

Somewhat agree

Neither agree nor disagree

Somewhat disagree

Disagree

Strongly disagree

Strongly agree

Agree

Somewhat agree

Neither agree nor disagree

Somewhat disagree

Disagree

Strongly disagree

True

False
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How often does this happen?

If I’m unfamiliar with a city/town, I spend a lot more time looking
at each restaurant’s menu to see if it has something for me

If a restaurant doesn't have an online menu, I won't pick that
place to eat

Very often

Somewhat often

Somewhat rarely

Very rarely

Strongly agree

Agree

Somewhat agree

Neither agree nor disagree

Somewhat disagree

Disagree

Strongly disagree

Strongly agree

Agree

Somewhat agree

Neither agree nor disagree

Somewhat disagree
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There is no one-stop resource for discovering information on
vegan/vegetarian options at restaurants

I find it difficult to discover new food options I've never had before

Disagree

Strongly disagree

Strongly agree

Agree

Somewhat agree

Neither agree nor disagree

Somewhat disagree

Disagree

Strongly disagree

Strongly agree

Agree

Somewhat agree

Neither agree nor disagree

Somewhat disagree

Disagree

Strongly disagree
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If I'm at a restaurant that I'm unfamiliar with, I usually have a
difficult time finding dishes within my dietary restriction

I am often worried that something I order might not be prepared
in a way that's vegan or vegetarian

I usually feel awkward asking servers questions about the menu

Strongly agree

Agree

Somewhat agree

Neither agree nor disagree

Somewhat disagree

Disagree

Strongly disagree

Strongly agree

Agree

Somewhat agree

Neither agree nor disagree

Somewhat disagree

Disagree

Strongly disagree

Strongly agree

Agree
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I usually feel awkward asking servers about modifying an order to
accommodate my dietary restrictions

When ordering online there isn't an easy way to ask for dishes to
be modified to satisfy my dietary restrictions

Somewhat agree

Neither agree nor disagree

Somewhat disagree

Disagree

Strongly disagree

Strongly agree

Agree

Somewhat agree

Neither agree nor disagree

Somewhat disagree

Disagree

Strongly disagree

Strongly agree

Agree

Somewhat agree

Neither agree nor disagree

Somewhat disagree

Disagree
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Powered by Qualtrics

[Optional] If you would like to comment on your answers above
or your experience as a vegan or vegetarian eating out more
generally please do so below:

Block 3

Thank you for participating!

Strongly disagree

https://www.qualtrics.com/?utm_source=internal+initiatives&utm_medium=survey+powered+by+qualtrics&utm_content=%7B~BrandID~%7D&utm_survey_id=%7B~SurveyID~%7D
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Age

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160

Count

< 18
18-26
26-35
35-45

> 45

8
157

101
29

13

Age of Respondents
What do you consider yourself?

Flexitarian
No strong affiliation, but prefer eating vegan/vegetarian
Vegetarian
Vegan

Count of Age for each Age.  Color shows details about What do you consider yourself?. The view is filtered on Age, which keeps 18-26, 26-35, 35-45, > 45 and < 18.

Phoebe Tan
Appendix H. Survey Results
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Questions Affiliation LikertResponses

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120

Number of Records

01 When I get food with
others, I usually worry that my
dietary restrictions will get in
the way

Vegan Strongly agree
Agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

Vegetarian Strongly agree
Agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

02 When I eat with others, I'm
usually seen as the limiting
factor

Vegan Strongly agree
Agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

Vegetarian Strongly agree
Agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

03 I can't just go to any
restaurant and expect to get a
satisfying meal

Vegan Strongly agree
Agree
Somewhat agree
Somewhat disagree
Disagree

Vegetarian Strongly agree
Agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Disagree

04 If a restaurant isn't
explicitly vegan/vegetarian, I
have to look at a restaurant's
menu before I consider going
there

Vegan Strongly agree
Agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Disagree

Vegetarian Strongly agree
Agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Disagree

05 When I look up small, local
restaurants, they often don't
have information relevant to
my dietary restriction
available online

Vegan Strongly agree
Agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

Vegetarian Strongly agree
Agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Disagree

06 Restaurants don't
consistently identify
vegan/vegetarian options on
their menus

Vegan Strongly agree
Agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

Vegetarian Strongly agree
Agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Disagree

07 I have accidentally ordered
something with meat before
because the menu did not
clearly specify that it had any

Vegan TRUE
FALSE

Vegetarian TRUE
FALSE

08 How often does this
happen?

Vegan Very often
Somewhat often
Somewhat rarely
Very rarely

Vegetarian Somewhat often
Somewhat rarely

Question Breakdown by Vegan/Vegetarian
LikertResponses

Strongly agree
Agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree
TRUE
FALSE
Very often
Somewhat often
Somewhat rarely
Very rarely

Sum of Number of Records for each LikertResponses broken down by Questions and Affiliation.  Color shows details about LikertResponses. The view is filtered on LikertResponses and Affiliation. The LikertResponses
filter excludes Null. The Affiliation filter keeps Vegan and Vegetarian.
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Questions Affiliation LikertResponses

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120

Number of Records

08 How often does this
happen?

Vegetarian
Somewhat often
Somewhat rarely
Very rarely

09 If I’m unfamiliar with a
city/town, I spend a lot more
time looking at each
restaurant’s menu to see if it
has something for me

Vegan Strongly agree
Agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Disagree

Vegetarian Strongly agree
Agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

10 If a restaurant doesn't have
an online menu, I won't pick
that place to eat

Vegan Strongly agree
Agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

Vegetarian Strongly agree
Agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

11 There is no one-stop
resource for discovering
information on
vegan/vegetarian options at
restaurants

Vegan Strongly agree
Agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

Vegetarian Strongly agree
Agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Disagree

12 I find it difficult to discover
new food options I've never
had before

Vegan Strongly agree
Agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

Vegetarian Strongly agree
Agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

13 If I'm at a restaurant that
I'm unfamiliar with, I usually
have a difficult time finding
dishes within my dietary
restriction

Vegan Strongly agree
Agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Disagree

Vegetarian Strongly agree
Agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

14 I am often worried that
something I order might not be
prepared in a way that's vegan
or vegetarian

Vegan Strongly agree
Agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

Vegetarian Strongly agree
Agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

15 I usually feel awkward
asking servers questions
about the menu

Vegan Strongly agree
Agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree

Question Breakdown by Vegan/Vegetarian
LikertResponses

Strongly agree
Agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree
TRUE
FALSE
Very often
Somewhat often
Somewhat rarely
Very rarely

Sum of Number of Records for each LikertResponses broken down by Questions and Affiliation.  Color shows details about LikertResponses. The view is filtered on LikertResponses and Affiliation. The LikertResponses
filter excludes Null. The Affiliation filter keeps Vegan and Vegetarian.
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Questions Affiliation LikertResponses

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120

Number of Records

15 I usually feel awkward
asking servers questions
about the menu

Vegan
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

Vegetarian Strongly agree
Agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

16 I usually feel awkward
asking servers about
modifying an order to
accommodate my dietary
restrictions

Vegan Strongly agree
Agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

Vegetarian Strongly agree
Agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

17 When ordering online there
isn't an easy way to ask for
dishes to be modified to
satisfy my dietary restrictions

Vegan Strongly agree
Agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

Vegetarian Strongly agree
Agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree

Question Breakdown by Vegan/Vegetarian
LikertResponses

Strongly agree
Agree
Somewhat agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Somewhat disagree
Disagree
Strongly disagree
TRUE
FALSE
Very often
Somewhat often
Somewhat rarely
Very rarely

Sum of Number of Records for each LikertResponses broken down by Questions and Affiliation.  Color shows details about LikertResponses. The view is filtered on LikertResponses and Affiliation. The LikertResponses
filter excludes Null. The Affiliation filter keeps Vegan and Vegetarian.
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Affiliation Questions

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400

Weighted Responses

Vegan 12 I find it difficult to discover new food options I've never had before
16 I usually feel awkward asking servers about modifying an order to ac..
15 I usually feel awkward asking servers questions about the menu
13 If I'm at a restaurant that I'm unfamiliar with, I usually have a difficul..
11 There is no one-stop resource for discovering information on vegan/v..
02 When I eat with others, I'm usually seen as the limiting factor
17 When ordering online there isn't an easy way to ask for dishes to be ..
01 When I get food with others, I usually worry that my dietary restricti..
14 I am often worried that something I order might not be prepared in a ..
05 When I look up small, local restaurants, they often don't have inform..
10 If a restaurant doesn't have an online menu, I won't pick that place to..
06 Restaurants don't consistently identify vegan/vegetarian options on ..
09 If I’m unfamiliar with a city/town, I spend a lot more time looking at e..
03 I can't just go to any restaurant and expect to get a satisfying meal
04 If a restaurant isn't explicitly vegan/vegetarian, I have to look at a re..

Vegetarian 15 I usually feel awkward asking servers questions about the menu
13 If I'm at a restaurant that I'm unfamiliar with, I usually have a difficul..
12 I find it difficult to discover new food options I've never had before
16 I usually feel awkward asking servers about modifying an order to ac..
05 When I look up small, local restaurants, they often don't have inform..
02 When I eat with others, I'm usually seen as the limiting factor
14 I am often worried that something I order might not be prepared in a ..
17 When ordering online there isn't an easy way to ask for dishes to be ..
01 When I get food with others, I usually worry that my dietary restricti..
06 Restaurants don't consistently identify vegan/vegetarian options on ..
10 If a restaurant doesn't have an online menu, I won't pick that place to..
11 There is no one-stop resource for discovering information on vegan/v..
03 I can't just go to any restaurant and expect to get a satisfying meal
09 If I’m unfamiliar with a city/town, I spend a lot more time looking at e..
04 If a restaurant isn't explicitly vegan/vegetarian, I have to look at a re..

Weighted Responses Vegan/Vegetarian
Affiliation

Vegan
Vegetarian

Sum of Weighted Responses for each Questions broken down by Affiliation.  Color shows details about Affiliation. The data is filtered on LikertResponses, which excludes Null. The view is filtered on Affiliation and
Questions. The Affiliation filter keeps Vegan and Vegetarian. The Questions filter excludes 07 I have accidentally ordered something with meat before because the menu did not clearly specify that it had any and 08 How
often does this happen?.
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Location Questions

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300

Weighted Responses

Metropolitan 12 I find it difficult to discover new food options I've never had before
13 If I'm at a restaurant that I'm unfamiliar with, I usually have a difficul..
16 I usually feel awkward asking servers about modifying an order to ac..
15 I usually feel awkward asking servers questions about the menu
11 There is no one-stop resource for discovering information on vegan/v..
05 When I look up small, local restaurants, they often don't have inform..
17 When ordering online there isn't an easy way to ask for dishes to be ..
02 When I eat with others, I'm usually seen as the limiting factor
14 I am often worried that something I order might not be prepared in a ..
01 When I get food with others, I usually worry that my dietary restricti..
10 If a restaurant doesn't have an online menu, I won't pick that place to..
06 Restaurants don't consistently identify vegan/vegetarian options on ..
09 If I’m unfamiliar with a city/town, I spend a lot more time looking at e..
03 I can't just go to any restaurant and expect to get a satisfying meal
04 If a restaurant isn't explicitly vegan/vegetarian, I have to look at a re..

Rural 12 I find it difficult to discover new food options I've never had before
13 If I'm at a restaurant that I'm unfamiliar with, I usually have a difficul..
01 When I get food with others, I usually worry that my dietary restricti..
02 When I eat with others, I'm usually seen as the limiting factor
10 If a restaurant doesn't have an online menu, I won't pick that place to..
16 I usually feel awkward asking servers about modifying an order to ac..
17 When ordering online there isn't an easy way to ask for dishes to be ..
15 I usually feel awkward asking servers questions about the menu
14 I am often worried that something I order might not be prepared in a ..
06 Restaurants don't consistently identify vegan/vegetarian options on ..
11 There is no one-stop resource for discovering information on vegan/v..
03 I can't just go to any restaurant and expect to get a satisfying meal
05 When I look up small, local restaurants, they often don't have inform..
04 If a restaurant isn't explicitly vegan/vegetarian, I have to look at a re..
09 If I’m unfamiliar with a city/town, I spend a lot more time looking at e..

Suburban 12 I find it difficult to discover new food options I've never had before
15 I usually feel awkward asking servers questions about the menu
16 I usually feel awkward asking servers about modifying an order to ac..
13 If I'm at a restaurant that I'm unfamiliar with, I usually have a difficul..
02 When I eat with others, I'm usually seen as the limiting factor
11 There is no one-stop resource for discovering information on vegan/v..
01 When I get food with others, I usually worry that my dietary restricti..
17 When ordering online there isn't an easy way to ask for dishes to be ..
14 I am often worried that something I order might not be prepared in a ..
05 When I look up small, local restaurants, they often don't have inform..
10 If a restaurant doesn't have an online menu, I won't pick that place to..
06 Restaurants don't consistently identify vegan/vegetarian options on ..
03 I can't just go to any restaurant and expect to get a satisfying meal
09 If I’m unfamiliar with a city/town, I spend a lot more time looking at e..
04 If a restaurant isn't explicitly vegan/vegetarian, I have to look at a re..

Weighted Responses by Location
Affiliation

Vegan
Vegetarian

Sum of Weighted Responses for each Questions broken down by Location.  Color shows details about Affiliation. The data is filtered on LikertResponses, which excludes Null. The view is filtered on Affiliation and
Questions. The Affiliation filter keeps Vegan and Vegetarian. The Questions filter excludes 07 I have accidentally ordered something with meat before because the menu did not clearly specify that it had any and 08 How
often does this happen?.
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Time Spent Questions

-20 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180

Weighted Responses

Less than
half a year

12 I find it difficult to discover new food options I've never had before
17 When ordering online there isn't an easy way to ask for dishes to be ..
16 I usually feel awkward asking servers about modifying an order to ac..
15 I usually feel awkward asking servers questions about the menu
02 When I eat with others, I'm usually seen as the limiting factor
10 If a restaurant doesn't have an online menu, I won't pick that place to..
11 There is no one-stop resource for discovering information on vegan/v..
13 If I'm at a restaurant that I'm unfamiliar with, I usually have a difficul..
14 I am often worried that something I order might not be prepared in a ..
01 When I get food with others, I usually worry that my dietary restricti..
05 When I look up small, local restaurants, they often don't have inform..
09 If I’m unfamiliar with a city/town, I spend a lot more time looking at e..
06 Restaurants don't consistently identify vegan/vegetarian options on ..
03 I can't just go to any restaurant and expect to get a satisfying meal
04 If a restaurant isn't explicitly vegan/vegetarian, I have to look at a re..

Half a year
to 1 year

12 I find it difficult to discover new food options I've never had before
16 I usually feel awkward asking servers about modifying an order to ac..
15 I usually feel awkward asking servers questions about the menu
13 If I'm at a restaurant that I'm unfamiliar with, I usually have a difficul..
17 When ordering online there isn't an easy way to ask for dishes to be ..
14 I am often worried that something I order might not be prepared in a ..
02 When I eat with others, I'm usually seen as the limiting factor
11 There is no one-stop resource for discovering information on vegan/v..
10 If a restaurant doesn't have an online menu, I won't pick that place to..
06 Restaurants don't consistently identify vegan/vegetarian options on ..
01 When I get food with others, I usually worry that my dietary restricti..
05 When I look up small, local restaurants, they often don't have inform..
09 If I’m unfamiliar with a city/town, I spend a lot more time looking at e..
03 I can't just go to any restaurant and expect to get a satisfying meal
04 If a restaurant isn't explicitly vegan/vegetarian, I have to look at a re..

1-3 years 12 I find it difficult to discover new food options I've never had before
13 If I'm at a restaurant that I'm unfamiliar with, I usually have a difficul..
15 I usually feel awkward asking servers questions about the menu
16 I usually feel awkward asking servers about modifying an order to ac..
11 There is no one-stop resource for discovering information on vegan/v..
02 When I eat with others, I'm usually seen as the limiting factor
05 When I look up small, local restaurants, they often don't have inform..
14 I am often worried that something I order might not be prepared in a ..
01 When I get food with others, I usually worry that my dietary restricti..
10 If a restaurant doesn't have an online menu, I won't pick that place to..
17 When ordering online there isn't an easy way to ask for dishes to be ..
06 Restaurants don't consistently identify vegan/vegetarian options on ..
03 I can't just go to any restaurant and expect to get a satisfying meal
09 If I’m unfamiliar with a city/town, I spend a lot more time looking at e..
04 If a restaurant isn't explicitly vegan/vegetarian, I have to look at a re..

3-5 years 15 I usually feel awkward asking servers questions about the menu
12 I find it difficult to discover new food options I've never had before
16 I usually feel awkward asking servers about modifying an order to ac..
13 If I'm at a restaurant that I'm unfamiliar with, I usually have a difficul..
11 There is no one-stop resource for discovering information on vegan/v..
01 When I get food with others, I usually worry that my dietary restricti..
02 When I eat with others, I'm usually seen as the limiting factor
17 When ordering online there isn't an easy way to ask for dishes to be ..
14 I am often worried that something I order might not be prepared in a ..
05 When I look up small, local restaurants, they often don't have inform..
10 If a restaurant doesn't have an online menu, I won't pick that place to..
06 Restaurants don't consistently identify vegan/vegetarian options on ..
09 If I’m unfamiliar with a city/town, I spend a lot more time looking at e..
03 I can't just go to any restaurant and expect to get a satisfying meal
04 If a restaurant isn't explicitly vegan/vegetarian, I have to look at a re..

More than 5
years

12 I find it difficult to discover new food options I've never had before
13 If I'm at a restaurant that I'm unfamiliar with, I usually have a difficul..
16 I usually feel awkward asking servers about modifying an order to ac..
02 When I eat with others, I'm usually seen as the limiting factor
15 I usually feel awkward asking servers questions about the menu
11 There is no one-stop resource for discovering information on vegan/v..
05 When I look up small, local restaurants, they often don't have inform..
01 When I get food with others, I usually worry that my dietary restricti..
17 When ordering online there isn't an easy way to ask for dishes to be ..
14 I am often worried that something I order might not be prepared in a ..
10 If a restaurant doesn't have an online menu, I won't pick that place to..
06 Restaurants don't consistently identify vegan/vegetarian options on ..
03 I can't just go to any restaurant and expect to get a satisfying meal
09 If I’m unfamiliar with a city/town, I spend a lot more time looking at e..
04 If a restaurant isn't explicitly vegan/vegetarian, I have to look at a re..

Weighted Responses by Time Spent Vegan/Vegetarian
Affiliation

Vegan
Vegetarian

Sum of Weighted Responses for each Questions broken down by Time Spent.  Color shows details about Affiliation. The data is filtered on LikertResponses, which excludes Null. The view is filtered on Affiliation and
Questions. The Affiliation filter keeps Vegan and Vegetarian. The Questions filter excludes 07 I have accidentally ordered something with meat before because the menu did not clearly specify that it had any and 08 How
often does this happen?.
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